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KAUSHALYA  2021 
 

KAUSHALYA- Synonym for skill and wellness 

On the auspicious occasion of Ram Navami, The  Self Enrichment Task Force with the guidance of Prof. 

Dr. Yamini Karmakar organized a virtual event KAUSHALYA on 16th May 2021. The event Kaushalya 

was based on the theme of skills and creativity in which participants showed their talents in the form of 

creative writing, artwork, and Rangoli. The aim was to provide a platform for budding artists to bring out 

their imagination and aesthetic exploration creating magical expressions. 

The event showed a large number of participants where Artwork had 25, Creative writing had 28, and 

Rangoli making competition received 13 submissions. All the participants were allotted one week’s time 

window for their final submission.   

 

Director Dr. sangeeta Jain showed her presence by boosting the enthusiasm of all the students with her 

remarkably beautiful speech. She congratulate all the students and appreciate everyone to organize such 

an event on an online mode. She was really fascinated by the creativity students had came up with. Her 

words felt like little drops of heaven and it made the event much more memorable. 

 

A panel of 3 judges was formed to finalize the top 3 winners from respective events. The panel consisted 

of  - Dr. Bharti Joshi, Head department of lifelong learning, Dr. Pratibha Sharma professor and Dean 

School of Chemistry and also Member of Youth festival team, and Dr. Sonali Nargunde, head school of 

Journalism and Mass Communication David. 

 

  
 

 

The parameters for selecting the top performers were based on creativity, originality, content, and 

relevance to the topic. 



 

The event started at 5:30 pm. with the university’s Kulgeet, followed by the salutation to the guests and 

the introduction of the event by our talented anchors Darshana Pathak, Raksha Mittal  and Kislay Verma. 

And Our Coordinator Dr. Yamini Karmakar announced the winners and praised them for their amazing 

efforts. The winners for the Rangoli competition were 

1. Avi sandekar stood the first position 

2. Riddhi Joshi stood second. 

3. Apurva Paliwal stood third. 

 
The winners for the Art work competition were 

1. Mayank Goyal stood first. 

2. Muskan Suhane stood second. 

3. Suchita Sharma stood third. 

 
 

The winners for the creative writing competition were 

1. Mayank Goyal stood first 

2. Twinkle Budhwani stood second. 

3. Satish kushwaha stood third. 

A short glimpse of all the Rangolis and Artwork was shown in the form of a video beautifully edited by 

the members of self-enrichment task. All winners were provided with the e-certificates. 

 

Events are incomplete without music. To fill this gap, the very talented Jayesh Dubey sung a beautiful 

and melodious song and created a cheerful and refreshing environment. 



 
 

 

“Showing gratitude is one of the simplest yet most powerful things humans can do for each other”, 

keeping this in mind a vote of thanks was presented by the anchors for all those people who directly or 

indirectly helped in making this event an astounding success. 

The credit for flawless completion of this online event also goes to our technical commander Risabh 

Motwani who operated the Zoom platform smoothly. 

 

Faculty Coordinator – Yamini Karmarkar Mam 

Student Coordinator- Divy Dhanotiya 

Members- Vibha kurweti, Darshana Pathak, Ashish Tripathi, Abhinav , Vinayak Bharti, Juhi Soni, Honey 

Bablani, Hardik Pandey, Nandkishore Patel, Nikhar Sodhiya, Varad Kuril, Kislay Verma, Raksha Mittal, 

Rishabh Motwani, and Yashika Yadav. 
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